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New Search Engine FindingDulcinea Relies on Human
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1. O'Reilly Vs. Olbermann: Feud Moves From

GOOGLE, YAHOO, AND MSN ARE the undisputed heavyweights of Web search,
commanding more than 90% of the market. But that hasn't stopped scores of startups
from challenging them with a variety of specialized search sites catering to niche
audiences or those frustrated with the major search engines.
Among the latest is findingDulcinea, (the quirky name taken from the idealized peasant
woman in Don Quixote), an online directory that relies on human judgment rather than
algorithms to find what someone is looking for on the Web.
About.com pioneered people-powered search a decade ago with its network of subject
sites moderated by human guides. More recently, a new wave of human-curated search
services have emerged including ChaCha, Mahalo, StumbleUpon and
HowStuffWorks.com, aimed at substituting pages of search results with hand-picked
recommendations.
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"We're the librarian of the Internet," says Mark Moran, co-founder and CEO of
findingDulcinea, which formally launched Monday. "We don't give you the answers--we
tell you where to find the right information." The underlying premise is that Internet
users have needs unmet by Google or other big engines. Moran points to a Harris
Interactive study commissioned by Yahoo that found 85% of search engine users don't
find what they're looking for on the first try.
"We think, in reality, people are putting in 10 to 15 queries and still not getting the
right answer," says Moran, previously general counsel of Internet ad network 24/7 Media
before moving over to findingDulcinea.
To remedy that perceived problem, the site offers three sections: "Web Guides," which
provide search tips and selected links in 16 major category areas; "Beyond the
Headlines," which offers historical and other context to top news stories; and
"Netcetera," a more magazine-styled section featuring personalities and intriguing
stories from around the Web.
While findingDulcinea currently has no search engine, Moran says the site will add one
in about a month which will be limited to some 25,000 sites chosen by its staff of
writers and researchers. The company currently has a full-time staff of about 30, along
with 25 freelance contributors.
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Setting the site apart from competitors, according to Moran, is editorial content and
organization that turn a list of links into a user-friendly narrative. So researching a trip
to Russia on findingDulcinea starts with a series of basic questions--"How can I explore
Russia online?" and "What should I know before I go to Russia?"--that link users to further
information and lists of relevant sites.
While the Web guides directory is the core of findingDulcinea's service, Moran hopes the
news-oriented Behind the Headlines section will encourage people to make the site their
home page. At launch, the site is putting up 3 or 4 stories a day with related
background and reference materials, with plans to increase to 10 to 15 stories a day.
To help drive traffic to findingDulcinea, Moran is working with his former employer
24/7 Media to place banners on third-party sites highlighting new stories or features on
its site. Moran adds that 24/7 has developed a tool that will let the company change
banner text within an hour to spotlight a breaking news story, for instance, on
findingDulcinea. The site is currently promoting its Thanksgiving-related directory on
other sites.
With regard to advertising on its own site, findingDulcinea plans to expand display
advertising across the various categories featured in its Web guides including travel,
business and health. It also figures to partner with sites such as Amazon on book
recommendations. But that plan won't include any Google AdSense ads, which would
undermine the purpose of the site. "That would pervert our mission where we're telling
everyone you can trust every link on this site, and then run AdSense ads featuring the
hot stock of the day," says Moran.
Mark Walsh can be reached at walsh@mediapost.com
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Privacy Groups Ready FTC Complaint Against Facebook Nov 28, 7:00 AM
Adding to the backlash against Facebook's new advertising programs, privacy groups are preparing to file complaints...
Google Unveils Green Energy Push Nov 28, 7:00 AM
Google unveiled its Renewable Energy Cheaper than Coal, or REC initiative on Tuesday, a set of...
Firebrand Channel Features Best TV Spots Nov 28, 7:00 AM
Firebrand, an online and mobile platform featuring the "coolest" TV commercials and backed by Microsoft and...
Verizon To Open Nework to Outside Devices Nov 28, 7:00 AM
Adapting to a shifting mobile landscape, Verizon Wireless said Tuesday that it will let customers connect...
Spotzer Ugrades Auto Ad Service Nov 28, 7:00 AM
Started earlier this year, Spotzer provides "ready-to-air" spots to small- and medium-sized marketers unable to afford...
Networks Look to AOL's Userplane For Tools Nov 28, 7:00 AM
Seeking new ways to engage and retain viewers, TV networks are increasingly investing in online community...
Study: Consumer Brands Drop The Ball When It Comes To Online Transactions Nov 27, 7:00 AM
Despite the feature-rich, brand-positive experience that top consumer brands like Mercedes, Colgate-Palmolive and IBM strive to...
Classmates.com Parent Updates IPO Prospectus Nov 27, 7:00 AM
The parent of pioneering social networking site Classmates.com has filed an updated prospectus indicating that it...
FCC Urged to Subsidize Broadband Access In Rural Areas Nov 27, 7:00 AM
In a move aimed at making high-speed Internet service more widely available, a government advisory board...
Online Shopping Up 22% On Black Friday Nov 27, 7:00 AM
Despite the threat of recession and reduced holiday sales, online retailers enjoyed spending and traffic gains...
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